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Chapter 2751 

 

Lin Mo shook his head, “This is all just an appearance, you are now completely overdrawing your life 

potential.” 

“If you don’t believe me, take a look at the soles of your own feet!” 

The middle-aged man didn’t believe me, so he sat down on the gra*s and took off his shoes and socks, 

and when he turned over the soles of his feet, what he saw was a foggy dark purple mark. 

“Medical Saint Lin, this ……..” 

The white wolf as well as the great witch doctor beside him could not help but have their pupils shrink 

when they saw this, this is a dead man’s spot. 

Then look at the man’s lively appearance which has a bit of the appearance of a patient. 

“This is a dead man’s spot, you can look it up online if you don’t have a surname.” 

The guests gathered around naturally felt that Lin Mo said that it was evil, how could a good living 

person grow a dead man’s spot, only when they compared the symptoms described on the phone and 

the picture with it, into the tower’s found that it was surprisingly exactly the same. 

“If I’m not mistaken, the physician who brewed your medicine must have warned you not to eat any 

cold food.” 

The middle-aged man looked at Lin Mo with a frightened face and nodded subconsciously. 

“Originally, you only had a weak body, but a little bit of nourishment is not a big problem. 

But you have been eating mainly medicinal food for the past half a year, stimulating your five organs to 

absorb and digest the yin and yang in large quantities, thus increasing the burden on your body. 

To put it simply, you have over-supplemented and instead led to the failure of your internal organs, and 

the palms of your feet are connected to the five organs.” 

“In the middle of the night when the cold energy is strong, this body of yours starts to overreact, which 

is why you keep having excessive dreams and night sweats.” 

“Cold things like fragrant seafood are deadly poisons for you, right?” 

When the middle-aged man heard this, his face instantly turned white, indeed two months ago I had 

almost buried my life because of a misguided bite of seafood. 

Now that he had been nailed by Lin Mo, he was completely convinced, and according to Lin Mo he was 

already in critical condition ah. 

“O Medical Sage Lin, you have to save me!” 



The middle-aged man hugged Lin Mo’s thigh, his eyes full of fear, he was only fifty years old, if he died 

now, it would be too worthless. 

Since Lin Mo had met him, he would not sit idly by: “Take off your shirt!” 

The middle-aged man blushed: “This ………” 

He couldn’t believe he couldn’t pull back his face in front of the public. 

Lin Mo looked at his hesitant look and asked indifferently, “Is life important or face important? One 

more second of delay is one more second of risk to your life.” 

At this point in time, he still had the heart to worry about whether he was shy or not, Lin Mo was also 

drunk. 

The man hesitated, but removed all his outer clothing and crossed his arms in front of his chest, the cold 

wind blowing and making him shiver. 

“Don’t move!” 

Lin Mo, in order to prevent the patient from moving around and causing deviations in the application of 

needles, directly ordered the man’s acupuncture points. He then lifted his hand and took out nine Xuan 

needles, which were used in conjunction with the divine Needle of Creation, and applied them rapidly! 

When the nine needles entered his acupuncture points, the middle-aged uncle’s face changed and he 

spurted out a mouthful of blood in full view of everyone. 

After Lin Mo had unlocked his acupuncture points, he collapsed limb by limb onto the ground, his 

original vigorous appearance had now become depressed, just like a dying patient. 

When White Wolf saw this, he became excited, “Good for you Lin Mo, in public, you even plotted to 

harm the Sixth Prince’s guests.” 

Kamenai followed suit at this point and fanned the flames, “What are you still standing there for, he’s 

got people killed, hurry up and take him down!” 

Indeed the middle-aged man right now was no different from being dead, his slightly floating chest 

breathing more out than in. 

Lin Mo looked up at the guards who were about to make their move, and his gaze was cold: “Get out of 

the way!” 

“You really think of ignorance as showing off!” 

After saying that, he slapped his palm on the middle-aged man’s spine, and a stream of spiritual qi 

continued to pour into the latter’s tattered five organs as if it had turned into hair. 
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Under the astonished gaze of the guests, the originally depressed man’s vitality recovered at a speed 

visible to the naked eye, and in just three to five seconds he was as normal as a human being. 



“Hahahaha, cool!” 

After the man stood up and moved his body around, a look of excitement was written on his face, this 

feeling of coming back from the dead was really too wonderful. 

Moreover, he could clearly feel that the nameless dry heat in his body from before had disappeared. 

“Medical Sage Lin, is this considered my recovery?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, “How can you recover so quickly from more than half a year of erosion.” 

“Here is the prescription, you will basically be cured after a year or so of recuperation.” 

After Lin Mo handed the prescription to the man, the latter even held Lin Mo’s hands in a deadly grip 

and thanked him one after another. 

“Mr. Doctor Saint, there is no way to repay the kindness of saving your life, this is a small token of 

appreciation.” 

With that, the middle-aged man stuffed a gold card into Lin Mo’s palm. 

“Although money is only a mere extraneous thing, a common man like me who is a merchant can only 

use this common thing to express his gratitude. 

If you don’t accept it, little brother, my conscience will not be at ease.” 

At this moment the sharp-eyed guests instantly saw the extraordinary nature of the gold card, the gilt 

card must have a deposit balance of more than five hundred million before the user is eligible to have it, 

once it falls below this amount for more than a month, the gold card will be withdrawn. 

That means this this person’s thank you fee out of the blue is at least 500 million floating upwards. 

“This is too generous!” 

“What kind of identity does this person have, such a large sum of money at the first offer.” 

Although the people present were all rich and powerful, there were very few people who could afford to 

pay 500 million in one go. 

Seeing that he couldn’t push back, Lin Mo could only accept this gilt card. 

“Besides, little brother, I’m not much of a person, but I’m only a little accomplished in shipbuilding. 

This is the VIP card of our small factory, so if you need anything in the future in terms of ships, just let 

me know.” 

The man took out an azure water drop card and gave it to Lin Mo. 

After seeing this VIP card, the crowd finally recognised this person’s identity. 

“He’s the boss of the International Ocean Shipping Group, Tong Hai Hai!” 



International Ocean Shipping Group, one of the top ten international shipping companies, the Rongli 

ship that had been making a lot of noise this time was produced by this company, and there was 

cooperation between Ocean Shipping Group and many countries to produce high precision warships. 

The Oceanic Card is the top-level VIP card of the international Oceanic Group, and for those who have 

the Oceanic Card, the Oceanic Group will give them a free customised cruise ship. 

The Ocean Card is a gift from the Oceanic Group, and who else but the president of the Oceanic Group 

has the strength to do so. 

After learning the identity of Tong Hai, the scene was instantly in an uproar, this is the top stream big 

brother ah, but unfortunately this Tong Hai rarely appear, no one knows him at all. 

Now many people secretly regretted that they had not seized this good opportunity to climb up the 

ladder. 

“Mr. Tong, you’re welcome!” 

Lin Mo said and put the Ocean Card into his pocket, he could care less about money, but a customized 

cruise ship was a good thing, an existence that money could not even buy, and most of all, with this card 

he would have a channel to buy a battleship, just in time to prepare for the battle with the Xie family on 

the high seas next year. 

“You’re very kind, my dear brother. The gift of saving your life is greater than heaven! 

If you have any ship-related needs in the future, just call me, the Ocean Card has my exclusive contact 

information on it.” 

Seeing Lin Mo’s opposite attitude towards the Gilt Card and the Ocean Card, he guessed Lin Mo’s 

intentions. 

The conversation between the two instantly drew a crowd of envious eyes, but of course the gaze 

towards White Wolf was all sympathy, not realising that the volunteer he was berating was a low-profile 

superboss. 
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White Wolf naturally understood the meaning in the eyes of the guests around him, and at this moment 

he regretted that his rashness had offended such a big man, and he could think of the purpose of this 

Tong Dahai’s visit. 

The Sixth Prince was currently developing his maritime power, so he must have invited Tong Dahai to 

come over for a major event on his warship, and he had been foolish enough to reprimand such an 

important person. 

When he thought of this, White Wolf couldn’t help but want to slap himself a few times, but when he 

looked at Lin Mo and saw his opponent’s mocking gaze, his heart instantly burned with anger. 



If it wasn’t for this kid’s own how could he have offended Tong Hai, and thinking again of his certain loss, 

he couldn’t help but be anxious. 

“Mr. Tong, don’t believe this brat’s words, you’re in good health. 

This Lin Mo must have used some evil technique to make your body turn weak and then recover, don’t 

fall for this quack doctor’s trick.” 

His words were full of ingratiating intentions, yet Tong Hai did not give him face. 

“Mr. Great Witch Doctor, I am just a troublemaker, right? 

It’s alright to fall for it, I’m willing to fall for it.” 

It was obvious that he was mindful of White Wolf’s previous stern reprimand. 

Originally, he had been invited by the Sixth Prince to come back from a foreign country with the 

intention of finishing the cooperation in a low profile, and did not want to reveal his identity, but he 

never expected to be reprimanded by a witch doctor from the Wanxiang Kingdom. 

How could Tong Hai give White Wolf a good look. 

“Chief Tong, this ………” 

The white wolf saw that Tong Dahai did not treat himself, for a moment did not know what to say, but 

Lin Mo on the side came forward to persuade. 

“Mr. Tong, don’t be upset, I think this white wolf is not seeing the coffin.” 

Lin Mo twisted his head and coldly glanced at the white wolf. 

“Since that’s the case, I’ll let you be convinced.” 

“Someone, fetch a slice of raw fish over here.” 

After the subordinates heard Lin Mo’s words, although they did not know his intentions, they naturally 

did their best to satisfy the guests’ requests. 

In less than half a minute, a plate of manifestly shaped slices of raw fish was brought over. 

Lin Mo stretched out his second finger and gently twisted it, casually dropping it into the blood that had 

just been spurted out by Tong Hai. 

Miraculously, when the blood came into contact with the slices of raw fish, it instantly condensed into a 

jelly-like form. 

Tong Hai Hai only felt a cold chill on his back, he could imagine what would happen if he took the 

seafood, at this moment he looked at Lin Mo with even more admiration and gratitude. 

“Well, Mr. White Wolf, what other doubts do you have, this Medical Saint can answer them all for you.” 

He had not only lost his medical skills, he had also lost his character. The main thing was that he had 

come here to join the Sixth Prince through Zat Baikha’s relationship, which simply meant that he was 

standing in line, planning to mix with His Highness Gadrei in the future. 



He could not even explain to the other princes that he had failed to defect to the Sixth Prince, and if you 

still dare to defect to me, I will rip your head off. 

As you can imagine, once this matter is over, his head is almost at an end. 

“Impossible, I can’t you this hairy boy must be cheating, you must be in partnership with him ………” 

Under the white wolf’s anger, is a wild questioning, only when he will finger towards Tong Hai, suddenly 

sobered up. 

Tong Hai’s face instantly turned gloomy, “How is it that Great Witch Doctor White Wolf is trying to say 

that I am a trust hired by Lin Mo?” 

He considered himself to have a good temper, but in the face of this repeated offense from White Wolf 

his anger rose up at once. 

“I will seek an explanation from His Highness Gadrei for today’s incident, Mr. White Wolf!” 

Tong Hai’s anger was evident in every word. 
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On the top floor of Peterborough, in front of the floor-to-ceiling gla*s window, Gadre was watching with 

interest what was happening in the garden. 

“This is the man with the talent of heaven!” 

Gadrei murmured from his luxurious chaise longue, while behind him Lilia rested her eyes, she had 

wondered why Lin Mo was so highly regarded by the Sixth Prince, and now she had probably guessed. 

“Your Highness, do you need me to go and stop this farce?” 

“Go ahead, these two are very important to me, you know how to handle it!” 

“My subordinate understands!” 

As the words fell, only a slamming sound was left in the extravagantly decorated room. 

On Lin Mo’s side, he looked at the white wolf with red eyes in front of him and smiled faintly. 

“If you are not as skilled as others, you must know yourself, and if you are willing to bet, you must admit 

to yourself, so please fulfil your bet.” 

White Wolf snorted coldly and took out the invitation from his pocket, “Humph, I can still enter the 

banquet even if I don’t need this invitation.” 

With that he threw the invitation to the ground, his words and actions were just his last stubbornness to 

save face. 

However, his bad luck did not end there. 

As the invitation fell to the ground, a warbling voice came from beyond the crowd. 



“His Highness has hosted so many banquets, and this is the first time I have seen someone dare to be so 

ungrateful to the guests!” 

When the crowd saw the visitor, they hurriedly made way for a pa*sage. 

Lilia came to the crowd, first bending down and half-kneeling the rest of the way, extending her hand to 

pick up the invitation on the lawn. 

“Mr. White Wolf, if you have any complaints about our banquet, please explain them to Lilia and I will 

be sure to convey them to His Highness truthfully and improve them.” 

The invitation represented the organiser’s face, you could refuse to attend, but to throw the invitation 

on the ground in front of him would be an insult to the organiser. 

When he turned around to ask his companions for help, he saw that they had distanced themselves 

from him, and there was a strong fear in their eyes. 

Was this white wolf retarded? If he didn’t dodge this death-defying cub, he would be buried with him! 

“Miss Lilita, this ……..” 

The white wolf blanched and tried to explain, only Lilia didn’t give him a chance. 

“Since Mr. White Wolf can’t look at our Peterborough, then please!” 

The White Wolf stammered for a long time, but he did not know what to say to save the situation, and 

the Lilia in front of him was the same as Tiger, the right-hand man of the Sixth Prince Gadre, and her 

words were the will of the Sixth Prince, which could not be doubted. 

With his head in his hands, the white wolf could only flee in disgrace, but whether he could leave safely 

or not was an afterthought. 

“Mr. Tong, I’m sorry for the poor arrangements we made and for bringing you an unpleasant 

experience.” 

“His Highness over there would like you to come over and make amends in person!” 

Although Tong Hai was a low-profile person, the forces behind him were not low-profile at all. 

Moreover, when they said they were making amends, in practice they were discussing the cooperation 

of battleships. 

“Little brother, then I will excuse myself, we will have a drink later!” 

With that he was led to the castle by his welcome guest. 

And in place Lilia spoke again. 

“Mr. Lin Mo is sorry, His Highness has asked me to give you an account!” 

With that she bent down and apologised to Lin Mo. 



This act immediately shocked the guards and the guests, Lilia was the Sixth Prince’s personal a*sistant, 

responsible for arranging the various schedules of Gadre’s life, similar to the chief housekeeper. Such a 

person had bent over backwards to apologise to Lin Mo. 

Kamino saw the situation and tried to escape, but she was a step too late. 

“Lady Kamino, His Highness has decreed that your husband has been removed from his position and is 

henceforth forbidden to hold any royal office.” 
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With an order from Lilia, Kamino’s entire body was drained of its soul, which meant that her husband 

was henceforth blacklisted by the Wanxiang royal family, and such a person would not dare to take any 

other job even if they were looking for one. 

“I think your husband should be grateful to you for being such a good wife!” 

Lilia sneered before turning her attention to the few guards in front of her. 

“Who gave you the courage to use your power for personal gain as His Highness’s guards, and do you 

serve His Highness or your captain?” 

The words fell to the ground, and several of Lin Mo’s guards who were embarra*sed trembled, the 

words were spoken casually, but they were mixed with a great crime of life and death. 

Those who betrayed the royal family would be executed without pardon! 

In an instant, several of them immediately fell to their knees, “Miss Lilia, we were wrong, please spare 

our lives! We won’t dare again!” 

Lilia snorted coldly, “Eating from the inside and using your power for personal gain! The royal family 

does not allow people like you to exist!” 

This matter was not only about Lin Mo, but also about the royal family’s face. As the Sixth Prince’s 

guards, they were naturally loyal to His Highness with all their hearts, but for these people to use their 

power for personal gain in order to protect the Captain’s wife’s face was a capital crime. 

Once you enter the royal family, life and death are not your own! 

As Lilia’s order fell, the guards’ faces turned white and their pupils were filled with fear, knowing they 

were dead. 

Lin Mo didn’t say a word until a team of armed guards dragged them away, knowing that Lilia was not 

only giving him an explanation, but also a warning to the other guards to kill the chicken and toast the 

wine! 

“Mr. Lin Mo is once again sorry, I wonder if such an explanation can make you take your breath away?” 

Lilia had already changed her smiling face again by now. 



Lin Mo had originally had no intention of pursuing the matter much, if it wasn’t for White Wolf and the 

others provoking themselves and humiliating Xia’s medical skills, he wouldn’t have bothered to dwell on 

it. 

“Miss Lilia, this move of yours has completely cut off my intention of resigning.” 

Lin Mo knew in his heart, from the first moment he entered this place certainly wine cup the other 

party’s attention, and right now Lilita in front of him to give him enough face at the same time, but also 

cut off his intention to want to leave. 

The other party has done him enough face, he now if he left, it would be a bit unethical. 

“Mr. Lin, what a joke, I’m a little girl with no bad intentions!” 

Lilita said and threw a flirtatious look at Lin Mo, a move that instantly made many of her fellow wolves 

wail inwardly! 

“I’ll have all the castle staff reminded to keep their eyes peeled.” 

“And please do Your Highness a favour, it would be very difficult for Lilia if we let you all P*ss Mr Lin off! 

Then, Mr. Lin, you may continue, there are still patients waiting for you to deal with.” 

This woman could be said to have displayed the characteristics of a smiling tiger to the fullest, one 

moment she ordered the execution of the guards, the next she was putting on a sweet and harmless 

smile. 

And with Lilia’s caution, how could those few volunteers still dare to let Lin Mo see the doctor, their lives 

were at stake. 

“Doctor Lin, I just have a small cold, I’ll be fine later with more hot water, so I won’t keep you any 

longer, goodbye!” 

“I just had a little cramp in my foot, I’ll be fine later!” 

“Me too …..” 

After each of them found a lame excuse for themselves, they flew away from Lin Mo, a time bomb. 

As for the onlookers, they also avoided Lin Mo. 

The farce came and went as quickly as it came! 

The originally lively competition scene was empty in a short while! 

Lin Mo could only shake his head helplessly as he watched their performance. Although the royal family 

was too purposeful in dealing with things, the result was still very satisfying and he was happy to have a 

quiet time. 

Time drained away and the time for the banquet to open slowly arrived! 
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With the banquet approaching, Lin Mo can forget is open to see, huge car park, hundreds of luxury cars 

parked full, tens of millions of sports cars, hundreds of millions of super cars, originally a banquet held 

like a car show. 

After walking across the thousand-metre red carpet, the entire hall was gloriously decorated, with the 

stone walls of the golden tripod reflecting a soft glow under the shine of the crystals, and the peaC*cks 

of different shapes and colours on the stone walls coming to life as if they were. 

Even the carpets on top of the stone slabs are made of silk, and the giant elephant sculpture made of 

precious jade stone is constantly spraying water from its trunk, with dots of crystal falling quietly. 

The whole scene was so luxurious that the air seemed to be filled with the smell of money. 

Lin Mo, because of Lilia’s previous warning, did not dare to accost the hundreds of guests who had 

arrived early, nor did he dare to talk nonsense, so he was naturally left in peace and quiet, alone, slowly 

enjoying the 100-metre long buffet feast, occasionally looking up at the new guests. 

Since this was a banquet organised by the Sixth Prince himself, there was no doubt that there were no 

mediocre people, not just the famous merchants of Wanxiang and Daqo, but the most prominent of 

them were all the famous women from different families competing for attention. 

It goes without saying that those who are able to attend such a banquet must have a certain amount of 

face value to show off, so their main battle point is their expensive jewellery, limited edition clothes and 

expensive bags. 

“If a group of bandits came now and took one of them with their eyes closed, they would have no 

worries about food and clothing for the rest of their lives.” 

Lin Mo was enjoying his food and thinking about it in a mischievous way, while all the other guests 

pa*sing by him were hiding away with contempt on their faces. 

If Lin Mo knew what they were thinking, he would have been surprised, because he hadn’t eaten all day, 

he hadn’t even had any water since he came with Lilia this morning, so he had to fill his stomach first. 

As he was treating himself with relish, a burst of mocking voices suddenly came out from the gate. 

“Where’s the village girl from? She’s dressed so plainly!” 

“Aren’t these clothes on sale at the mall?” “HOUHOU, it’s an eye-opener!” 

“My husband bought me enough tiaras to buy her several sets of clothes, right?” 

“I’ll have to stay away, I’ll be unlucky if this stuff gets on me.” 

Their silvery whispering voices were beautiful, but their words were mean, as if stepping down on 

others would better show off their dignity. 

The girl who was being squeezed by the celebrities was none other than Bai Shou’er, who had originally 

come to Daju to travel and relax, but in the middle of the tour Bai Ruorong called to say that there was 

an invitation to a dinner party hosted by a member of the Wanxiang royal family for Bai Shou’er to 

attend instead of her. 



Although Bai Shou’er usually attends many banquets, this is the first time she has encountered a dinner 

party of this size, and with curiosity she agreed to it. 

When she was confronted with the mean words of the crowd, she was too spirited to give in. 

“A bunch of old women, they’re wearing so much make-up to hide their ugliness, right? 

Indeed Bai Shaoer was only in her early twenties, and was indeed a few years younger compared to the 

several celebrities in front of her. 

“You, little girl, no family education!” 

“You so how so, speak so rudely.” 
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Although the celebrities led by Mana had anger in their hearts, in order to maintain their image in 

public, they couldn’t even say a word of “Mp”! 

The other side of the table was very angry, but they didn’t dare to be rude. 

I don’t care if I have to go back to my country after spraying, no one knows me anyway! 

The girl is not afraid to wear shoes. 

“You’re right, I’m just rude and unqualified, if you’re capable of spraying each other, who’s afraid of 

who?” 

She crossed her arms, with a look like if you say it again, I dare to spray, she was quite imposing, 

however, just as she was about to continue her output and spit out her fragrance, she unexpectedly saw 

a familiar figure with a glance. 

“Lin Mo?” 

Bai Shaoer originally thought she was blind, wiping her eyes to take a closer look before she was fully 

confirmed. 

“Lin Mo!” 

After she shouted out, she stopped paying attention to the celebrity in front of her and quickly stepped 

forward. 

“Lin Mo it’s really you, I thought I was mistaken, how come you’re here?” 

When she saw Lin Mo here, she felt some affection in her heart, and the conflict between them was left 

behind. 

Lin Mo was also a bit surprised to see Bai Shao’er, why did this girl come to Da Qu. 

“I, isn’t this obvious? Dabbling in food and drink! You, why are you wandering over to Da Qu if you’re 

not properly brought up in Kyoto?” 

“Of course I’m here to travel, you’re still so shameless, you’ve come to someone’s royal dinner party for 

nothing!” 



Bai Shaoer was aware of Lin Mo’s identity, she only came to this side of Da Qu because Lin Mo was here 

to avoid the Xie family. 

“What’s wrong with you, how come the more you mix, the more you go back, when you were in Kyoto 

you were quite elegant, how come now you’ve gotten so down and dirty. 

See, this girl has a brand of 160,000, is it good.” 

Lin Mo stared at the table turning the top ingredients, his gaze did not fall on Bai Shaoer’s body at all, he 

just made a perfunctory remark. 

“It looks good, it goes well with your temperament! Was it you who got into a fight with them just 

now?” 

“Che, you really are still as annoying as ever!” 

Bai Shaoer deflated her mouth in dissatisfaction and looked at Lin Mo in disgust, “A bunch of old 

women, daring to talk about this girl, what banquet have I not attended in Kyoto, cut.” 

“When are you going back, you left without saying goodbye, my family RongRong is sad for a long time!” 

After saying that, she realized that she had spoken out of turn and hurriedly covered her mouth, but she 

saw that Lin Mo had no reaction and was still staring at the food on the table, so she probably did not 

hear him. 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

“Go back early, this side of Da Qu is not a good place to visit!” 

Although Lin Mo didn’t see Bai Shaoer, he still spoke out to remind her of her relationship with Bai 

Rongruo and the Bai family. 

It was not safe for a young girl to be wandering around this side of Da Qu alone during this period of 

time when dark tides were raging. 

“I think it’s not bad ah, the scenery here is very very beautiful eh, it’s just that the locals are rather 

xenophobic and not welcoming at all.” 

Lin Mo secretly spat out more than unenthusiastic, wait until Da Qu is in chaos, let you completely 

experience the enthusiasm of war. 

While the two of them were talking, the celebrities who had just been disliked by Bai Shaoer had 

actually pulled friends who were on good terms. 

The leader was none other than Mana, the young grandmother of the rubber tycoon of Vientiane. 

“Yo yo yo yo, the village girl has found a farmer.” 

“You don’t come from the same family, you guys have the right temperament for each other!” 

“Look at you, little village girl, you don’t look like your friend was invited to the dinner, you didn’t sneak 

in, did you?” 



“I think so, I’ll ask the guards over here to come and check.” 
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Lin Mo’s outfit stood out among the thousands of celebrities and was completely out of place. 

Seeing that Lin Mo was also being mocked by them, Bai Shao’er did a rare act of righteousness and 

spoke up for Lin Mo. 

“None of your business! You have time to take care of your sagging skin, look at how many wrinkles you 

have.” 

After disliking her, Bai Shaoer suddenly thought of something and immediately turned her head towards 

Lin Mo and asked him softly. 

“You didn’t really sneak in here, did you?” 

Lin Mo only rolled his eyes, am I that down and out? I’m at least covered in cards, more than a thousand 

dollars. 

It didn’t take long for the mana who had gone and returned to call for the guards who were keeping the 

banquet in order. 

“No, this is the man. I’m not sure he’s an invited guest, so you’ll have to check him out.” 

“I want to see who dares to come to my royal banquet and cause trouble today.” 

Delman, who had been replaced by his predecessor as Captain of the Guard, had been given a new job 

and when he heard about the suspected sneak-in at the banquet, he immediately came over to show off 

his authority as Captain. 

He shouted as he made his way through the crowd, vowing in his heart to teach this troublemaker a 

good lesson. 

“This gentleman, please ……..” 

Delman was thinking of asking the plain, earthy teenager in front of him for an invitation, however, 

when the other party looked up and met his eyes, Delman instantly felt a weakness under his feet, and a 

numbing current instantly surged from the soles of his feet to his entire body, causing him to shudder. 

Lin Mo chewed the food in his mouth over and over again and asked indifferently in return, “Invite me 

to what?” 

Delman’s originally serious countenance had now switched to a warm smile. 

“Nothing, I just want to invite Sir to taste more of the dinner we have prepared, if there is anything that 

is not to your liking you can just say so.” 

“I’ll have the backroom remake it right away!” 

Lin Mo smiled and nodded, “Not bad, the taste is good and the ingredients are fresh.” 



He was helpless too, it was clearly a battle between Bai Shaoer and their women, but he was dragged 

down as cannon fodder. 

“As long as you’re satisfied, if there’s anything else you can call us anytime, then I’ll leave Mr. Lin to his 

meal.” 

Delman said and prepared to flee the place. 

Joking aside, he knew in his own mind how this first captain’s seat had come to be, and how the 

previous captain had not. Lord Lilia had only just finished admonishing them from on high, at this time 

to touch Lin Mo’s head, is not looking for death? 

Mana also did not expect that the security guard she had found would treat Lin Mo in such a manner, 

and her surprise also made them despise Delman even more. 

“You little security guard, do you have any eyesight, it’s a person who can kneel down, don’t you see 

what kind of virtue this kid has.” 

“Do a good job of checking his identity, and this village girl, both of them are suspects. 

I suspect they’ve slipped into the party with the intent to misbehave.” 

“Or if something does happen, you can’t afford to be a small security guard.” 

Even if they did have invitations, they would have lost face if they were checked. 

And Delman’s face instantly darkened when he heard what the other party called him, little security 

guard? 

“A few ladies, all are dignified people, let’s each take a step back and forget about it, otherwise we will 

end up embarra*sing ourselves.” 

However, these women were usually used to being spiteful and capricious at home, so if they couldn’t 

make Bai Shaoer pay for it today, how could they possibly give up in peace. 

“We’ll be embarra*sed? What a joke. 

We are here to attend His Highness’s banquet, not to take risks, and if you don’t find out the identities 

of these two today, we will turn our heads and leave.” 

“If His Highness Gadrei blames you, I will see how you will explain yourselves.” 

Chapter 2759 

 

The dozen or so ladies together, plus the men behind them, were a considerable number, and if they left 

the room now, they would really cause a stir at the party. 

Especially since Mana, her husband, had a close trade relationship with the Sixth Prince, and Delman 

didn’t dare to offend him. 



“All right, you are all celebrities, so you are chattering so much to embarra*s the staff, and you are not 

afraid of losing face, is this the character of your celebrities?” 

Lin Mo had already filled his stomach by now, wiping his mouth while helping the embarra*sed Delman 

to relieve himself. 

After being troubled by a few celebrities, many people at the banquet cast curious glances, and at this 

moment, when they heard Lin Mo’s sarcasm, they couldn’t help but shake their heads in secret. 

This kid was not a powerful person at first glance, how dare he offend this group of arrogant women, 

this kid was dead. 

As expected, after hearing Lin Mo’s words, the flamboyantly dressed celebrities looked even more ugly, 

and then transferred their anger to Lin Mo. 

“Who are you to accuse us too?” 

“I’ll have Miss Lilita come over later and drag you, the little thief who snuck in, out to be shot.” 

Several people were also speaking more and more unpleasantly. 

Lin Mo laughed disdainfully, “What am I, it’s not for you to worry about!” 

“Don’t you just want to check my invitation, why beat around the bush like that.” 

Lin Mo took out the invitation letter and flung it directly in front of them, however, Mana was instantly 

delighted to see this letter, because Lin Mo’s invitation letter was surprisingly different from theirs. 

“Kid you’re dead, not only did you sneak into a banquet held by the royal family of the Wanxiang 

Kingdom, but you also dared to forge the invitation letter, hahaha.” 

When Delman on the side saw this letter, his eyes instantly widened, the invitation cover had a lifelike 

peaC*ck figure outlined in gold silk, this was an invitation exclusive to the royal family, only members of 

the royal family were qualified to give it out. 

It was a royal invitation that only a member of the royal family was allowed to send. Looking at the giant 

elephant emblem emblazoned on the corner, it was no surprise that the invitation must have been 

made by the Sixth Prince himself. 

As far as Delman knew, His Highness had sent two such invitations to this dinner, one in the hands of the 

great shipping magnate Tong Hai and the remaining one in front of him, and he finally understood why 

Lord Lilia had taken such an interest in the young man in front of him. 

With this in mind, Delman stepped forward to try to explain the situation to some of the rambunctious 

celebrities, but just as he did so, Mana glared at him. 

“Get out of the way, you no-looker, what’s the use of having you. 

Look what it is, I told you he slipped in and faked the invitation.” 

“Later I’ll go to Lord Lilia’s and tell you off, and you little security guard won’t get off easy.” 



With that she picked up the ‘forged’ invitation directly from the table and opened it and glanced at it 

poof. 

“What kind of signature is this that is so ugly?” 

With that said there was only a ‘sting’ and the precious invitation was actually torn in half straight away 

by Mana. 

“Things come in small packages, your friend’s character is corrupt, and you are no good either. 

When Lord Lilita arrives later, you’ll be in for a treat.” 

By the time Mana Book had finished, the faces of the few people behind them had triumphant smiles 

written all over them, as if they could already see the image of Bai Shaoer and Lin Mo being severely 

punished by the Wanxiang royal family. 

Delman stared at the ground with horror in his eyes as Mana tore up that invitation, while his face was 

full of anger. 

“You …… You will pay for this!” 

As he reached for the pistol at his waist, he was suddenly held down, and no matter how hard he tried, 

he was still pinned down. 

“There are too many people, and it would be bad if they hurt the others.” 

Although her tone was calm, the fierce light between her eyebrows revealed the intensity of her inner 

turmoil. 

“What’s going on?” 

Mandel hurriedly saluted upon seeing her and then recounted what had happened. 

Chapter 2760 

 

Lilia had originally intended to take Lin Mo into the VIP seats, but when she pa*sed through the crowd 

she saw someone’s who had indeed torn up the exclusive invitation made by His Highness Gadre 

himself. 

What a shame it was. 

Mana was still gloating with her harsh words when her eyes skimmed over the crowd and her face 

instantly showed surprise, what a thought. 

“Lilia, you’re just in time, we’ve caught a couple of b*****ds sneaking in. 

And they’ve forged the invitations, which is a great offence to His Highness Gadre.” 

She had naturally had a lot of contact with Lilia because of her husband’s partnership with the Sixth 

Prince, and from time to time the two of them would meet for tea, so he considered himself to be on 

good terms with Lilia. 



As soon as Mana told of all the unpleasantness of Lin Mo and Bai Shaoer, she came to the front with 

Lilia. 

“Here, that’s them!” 

“You don’t know how arrogant this little village woman is …………..” 

She pointed at Lin Mo and the two of them and just counted them out, not even realizing that Lilia’s face 

behind her was already getting darker and darker. 

“Look at this kid with this outfit, what’s the difference between him and a beggar, only a fool would 

invite him. 

Lilia do you think so?” 

Bai Shao’er had also suddenly wimped out at this point when she saw the big shot arrive, plus this 

invitation from Lin Mo was really different from her own. 

“Lin Mo, where did you get this invitation from, it can’t really be an imitation of your own, right?” 

The woman was the Sixth Prince’s personal a*sistant, who could afford to mess with the guests present. 

“Lin Mo, if this girl is killed by you today, I won’t even let you go as a ghost.” 

“Just don’t worry, I’ve just been reliable in my work.” 

It was Lin Mo in front of her who patted her comfortingly, signalling that there was no need to worry. 

Mana saw that the two of them were still making out at this time, and smiled scornfully. 

“You’re on the verge of death, and you’re still thinking about showing off your love.” 

“Lilia, what will you do about the crime of forging invitations?” 

Lilia’s voice sank and she looked at her with a strange smile, “I am the fool!” 

“Isn’t that dead …… What, Lilia did you dare say anything?” 

Mana just thought she had misheard. 

“I’m the fool you’re talking about, I’m the one who sent Mr. Lin Mo’s invitation. 

And this Golden PeaC*ck invitation that you tore up was made by His Highness himself.” 

Lilia’s gaze towards Mana was filled with coldness, was this woman brainless? 

Mana’s face was suddenly pale and bloodless, and Lilia’s words were like a knife hanging over her head, 

making her tremble with fear. 

“Lilia, I… I… I’m not…” 

Her lips trembled as she clutched at Lilia’s sleeve in an attempt to be firm, but the fear that surged 

through her mind made it impossible to say anything serious. 

“If you want to explain, go to His Highness yourself and explain it in person.” 



Lilia waved off the other’s arm with a disgusted look on her face. 

“Mr. Lin Mo, they belong to the guests and are not under my jurisdiction, so perhaps the inconvenience 

caused to you will have to wait until His Highness himself deals with it.” 

Lin Mo raised an eyebrow and pointed at the invitation on the ground, “It’s fine with me, but can I still 

attend the dinner if this is gone?” 

This was a bit of a murderous execution. 

Lilia smiled and nodded, “The invitation isn’t just a formality, it’s just a way to show our respect for our 

guests.” 

“Mr. Lin, you don’t have to care at all.” 

 


